Mautic automates the process of finding and nurturing contacts
through landing pages and forms, emails, text messages, web
notifications, social media tracking, and integrating with your CRM,
and other systems.
Mautic provides detailed contact
tracking along with powerful
contact nurturing tools to help you
organise your marketing
campaigns.

The people behind this guide...

Enable Technologies
SugarCRM Elite Partner since 2004.
Based in Ipswich, Enable Technologies is a family
run business believing in developing individuals
to their full potential, supporting Europe-wide
organisations, and investing back into our
community by supporting local charities.
SugarCRM's top UK partner since 2013.

So where could Mautic help?
This is where things get interesting!
Let’s walk through how Mautic can be used. Imagine a new visitor
comes to your website. They are an IP address, nothing more, maybe
some basic geographic data. They browse pages on your website,
eventually landing on a special page with a call-to-action form
(Contact us). This form collects a few bits of information (e.g. name
and email address).
Now this visitor is a known visitor.
You may have a contact segment setup to capture these visitors
and add them to a specific campaign. These campaigns will send
emails, post to social media, and other actions based on either
specific times or user interaction. Think of it like a decision tree.
If the user opens the email, do this, otherwise do that. These
campaigns can span hours, days, weeks, or even months!
Now are you starting to see what’s happening? This known
visitor is gradually becoming a contact.
As this contact completes various actions, you give them points.
These points help you to weight your contacts and see which ones
are hot. Once a contact earns a certain amount of points they are
automatically moved into your SugarCRM system.
Now you have a list of contacts you can confidently know are ready
to be directly contacted.
That’s marketing automation. It’s simple. It’s easy. It’s automatic.

Contact Nurturing & Tracking
Mautic provides in-depth and detailed contact
tracking along with powerful contact nurturing tools
to provide businesses with the tools needed to
organise their marketing campaigns. Contact tracking
provides page views, time spent on site, and specific
interests.
Mautic takes contact nurturing one step further by
allowing businesses to create any type of additional
custom fields for a contact. Using the REST API it is
possible to tie your SugarCRM fields direct to your
contact fields.

Campaign Marketing &
Dripflow Programs
Campaigns and drip programs are critical to any good
marketing automation program. Mautic comes with
flexible, easy-to-use campaign management and drip
program creation. Create a campaign and define
actions and events which contacts will follow.
Automate the process of connecting with contacts and
nurturing them along the sales funnel.
Mautic lets businesses define multiple outcome
processes and set both date triggered actions as well
as activity triggered actions.

Social Media Integrations
Social media networks provide fantastic opportunities to
connect with contacts and potential customers.
Businesses who recognise the importance of social
media and how to use these networks to form
relationships will find Mautic’s integrations top of the
line. In addition, Mautic allows developers to add any
additional networks they choose.
Any social network with an API can be integrated into
Mautic quickly and easily. Businesses love Mautic’s social
integrations.

Landing Pages and Assets
Marketing automation uses landing pages to help
capture key information from site visitors. Mautic lets
businesses create stunning and unique landing pages
easily through the integrated page builder. These
landing pages provide key information to help monitor
site traffic and also allow download monitoring for asset
management.
All of these resources working together create a
personal profile on each site visitor tailored to their
interests and needs and provide businesses with
relevant information for building a strong profile.

Partners: Enable & Mautic
Enable Technologies are a Mautic provider and
specialise in the development, training and hosting of
Mautic. Our range of expert services are designed to
work with you, supporting and accelerating every stage
of the implementation cycle, from installation and
planning, through customisation and deployment, to
training and integration. We also offer Helpdesk and
Support services, making sure you are not left with a
system that does not work for you
Behind every installation is a team of experts whose
primary motivation is to improve your marketing
automation and digital strategy. Combining industry
know-how with our pragmatic and out-come driven
methodology, we help clients achieve success.

Email Marketing
Marketing automation uses emails to communicate with contacts.
Mautic lets businesses create stunning and unique emails easily
through the integrated email builder. These emails provide key
information to such as read rates and click through rates, and also
allow for dynamic content to personalise the communications the
customer receives.
All of these resources work together create a personal profile on
each contact tailored to their interests and needs and provide
businesses with relevant information for building a strong profile.
Emails can be created within campaigns and other list activities.
Emails provide a means for direct interaction with potential
customers, clients, and contacts.
Fully Customisable Templates
Create emails from scratch with Mautic’s intuitive email editor, or design your own templates and start sending professional, mobileready communications within minutes.
Email Automation
The visualised campaign builder allows users to create multi-touch automated emails by segment, or send ad-hoc email blasts when
you have relevant information to share with large groups.
Optimise and Iterate
Improve email performance by incorporating A&B testing and real-time reports on key metrics to understand which tactics perform
better, then adjust to improve conversion rates.

Forms
Marketing automation uses forms to gather information from
leads and contacts. Mautic lets businesses create functional and
custom forms easily through the integrated form builder. These
forms provide key information to submit rates and result
summaries, and also allow for submit actions that can be
managed with in the form or within a campaign.
All of these resources work together create a personal profile on
each contact tailored to their interests and needs and provide
businesses with relevant information for building a strong profile.
Forms can be embeded into emails, landing pages and CMS
platforms. Forms provide a means for direct interaction with
potential customers, clients, and contacts.
Kiosk Mode
Form submissions will not generate new contact tracking cookies or assign the Ip address to the created/updated contact.
Custom Submit Actions
Submit actions that can be definied within the form itself allowing for instant notification of form submissions and details.
Successful Submit Actions that also direct the contact to either a custom landing page, display a thank you message, or allow them
to remain at the form.
Unlimited Fields
An unlimited amount of fields that can be mapped to any related field on a contacts profile. Hidden fields, tick boxes and dropdown
menus are all available.

Contact Management
Contacts are the central factor of a marketing automation
platform. These are all the individuals who have visited your
website or interacted with you in some way. All of their
information is stored within the Contact profile, such as Emails
Read, Campaign Actions Triggered, Recent Tweets, Form
Submissions, etc. The fields relating to both a contact and a
company can also be adjusted to better suit your business needs.
Mautic provides in-depth and detailed contact tracking along
with powerful contact nurturing tools to provide businesses with
the tools needed to organise their marketing campaigns. Contact
tracking provides page views, time spent on site, and specific
interests.
Mautic takes contact nurturing one step further by allowing
businesses to create any type of additional custom fields for a
contact.
Visitors or Leads
Visitors to your site who have not yet been identified by a form or other interaction, often just an IP address.
You can view visitors by using the 'table view' (use the "t" keyboard shortcut to view contacts in a table or "c" as cards) within the
contacts section.
Visitors are worth tracking, because these could be future customers. By tracking them before they have any interaction, you can
retain a log of when they visited your site, which allows you to get a picture of their activity prior to engaging with you.
Standard Contacts
The second type of contact is a standard contact. These contacts have identified themselves via a form or other source — you may
also have more information about them from previous interactions. As a result, these contacts typically have a name, email, and
other identifying information which can be associated with the contact.

Social Media Marketing
Social media networks provide fantastic opportunities to
connect with contacts and potential customers. Businesses
who recognise the importance of social media and how to
use these networks to form relationships will find Mautic’s
integrations top of the line. In addition, Mautic allows
developers to add any additional networks they choose.
Any social network with an API can be integrated into Mautic
quickly and easily. Businesses love Mautic’s social
integrations.

Social Monitoring
It's possible to add contacts to Mautic through monitoring Twitter for mentions and hashtags.
Custom Field Mapping
A contacts Twitter handle, Instagram name and Facebook URL can all be stored directly against the contact. Information from social
profiles can be pulled into their Mautic profile via custom field mapping with information such as location, website URL or place of
work.
Direct Tweet
You can directly tweet a contact from within Mautic, with the option to insert their twitter handle, a link to an asset or a landing
page.

Campaign Builder
The campaign builder within Mautic is by far its
strong point and completely blows any
competition out of the water.
Campaigns and drip programs are critical to any good marketing
automation program. Mautic comes with flexible, easy-to-use
campaign management and drip program creation. Create a
campaign and define actions and events which contacts will
follow. Automate the process of connecting with contacts and
nurturing them along the sales funnel. The Mautic campaign
builder gives you a blank canvas upon which to build your
campaign workflow. The overall interface is clean and simple with
easy to use events. These actions, decisions, or conditions can be
added through clicking the "anchors" of events. Mautic lets you
define multiple outcome processes and set both date triggered
actions as well as activity triggered actions.
Campaign Sources can be defined at the very start of the
Campaign.
Decision
A decision is made when a contact decides to take an action or not (e.g. opens an email).
Action
An Action is something executed by Mautic (e.g. send an email).
Condition
A Condition is based on known profile field values or submitted form data.

Reports
Turn your knowledge into power with simple but powerful reporting and attribution tools.
Use the data gathered from each of your campaigns to improve your marketing efforts. Detailed feedback of campaign
reports let you improve and perfect your marketing.

Dashboard
Keep a real-time pulse on your most important metrics using the graphical dashboard. Choose between the existing, out-of-thebox widgets or create your own customised views.
Understand Your Audience
Gain marketing intelligence insights across channels and offers that will help you better understand your audience interests and
preferred channels of communication
Detailed Reports
Build detailed reports to learn about everything from contact behaviour, audience engagement and email results to marketing
attribution and pipeline growth.

Website Monitoring
Turn your website into your most valuable asset by using website tracking to get to know your visitors better.
Map a known contacts journey through your website, as well as registering total hits including those of unknown visitors. Compare
new vs returning visitors with the helpful dashlets and graphs.

Make Better Content Decisions
By monitoring traffic data over time you'll be able to understand trends about where your visitors become engaged contacts, or
customers, allowing you to make more informed content development decisions based on your audience's interests.
Personalise Messages
Create targeted multi-channel campaigns and dynamic content triggered by page visits and behavior to give your audience more
of what they want, through the channel they prefer.
Audience Engagement
Capture anonymous and known visitor traffic at a contact level to see where your audience is coming from, when they convert to a
known contact and how they are engaging with you.

Integrations
Flexibility to work with your
entire stack.
Mautic plugins are installable packages
which can extend Mautic functionality or
connect it with another system. If you are
interested in how to create a new Mautic
plugin, read more about it in the
developer documentation.
You can find the Plugins in the right
admin menu.
Open source and open APIs means
freedom to connect Mautic to all of your
business-critical technology solutions.
Connect With Any Solution
Mautic’s open platform give you an unbounded freedom to connect with any solution your business needs - especially CRM and
CMS tools - to drive sales and marketing growth.
Connect Systems For A Single View
Bring all of your systems together for a complete view of your customers’ lifecycle and even more importantly, easily execute a
scalable, communication strategy for each stage.
Rapid Innovation
Mautic’s commercial development team and the open-source community delivers technology integrations at an
unprecedented pace, the only way to keep with the vast landscape.
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